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Abstract

This paper presents video screening, a new concept for the creation of aesthetic images. We have devel-
oped a variety of techniques to create video screening images and animations. Using these techniques we
have created a variety of video screening animations. These techniques allows us to create artistic look-
ing images easily. The techniques provide frame to frame coherence, spatial and temporal anti-aliasing
in animations.

1. Introduction

This paper a new artistic concept that extends the application area of artistic screening [16, 10] from high-
resolution Black & White images to low-resolution color images. Since, most common examples of such
low-resolution color images are video images, we call the new artistic conceptvideo screening. The images
created by using video screening are calledvideo screening images. Figure 1 shows examples of video
screening images.

Figure 1: Example frames from video screening animations.

Similar to artistic screening, in video screening user specified patterns are used to generate halftones.
Video screening allows artists to combine two images and one repeating pattern to create one image. These
are the following:Goal image.This image defines what the final image will look like,Dot pattern.This is a
black and white image that defines the shape of the dot,Control image.This image helps to control the size



and the colors of the dots. The final video screening images look like a composite of repeating dot patterns
with different sizes. If the goal image, dot pattern, and control images are replaced by a series of images
(animations), we create a series of video screening images, which are calledvideo screening animations.

Differences between artistic and video screening can be classified as follows: (1) Artistic screening is
developed for representing halftones with limited number of colors. Therefore, in artistic screening images,
the number of colors is severely limited (i.e. the number of inks in printing). On the other hand, in video
screenings, there is no practical limitation in the number of colors. This freedom over the number of the
colors allows us to control dot color and size independently. (2) artistic screening images can have very
high resolution and they are particularly well-suited for large-scale poster production. [16, 10]. On the other
hand, the resolution of video images is severely limited.

Here are five requirements we have identified to create successful video screening images. (1) The
results should be aesthetic. (2) If we use images to create animations, the results should show clearly the
correlation between two animations on the screen. (3) At least two animations should be clearly visible.
(4) There should be frame by frame coherence. (5) There should be no spatial or temporal aliasing. These
conditions present a variety of interesting and unique technical challenges for generating the video screen
images. Based on these requirements, we have developed several mathematical and artistic techniques for
the creation of video screening images. Our techniques assure to create aesthetic looking images.

2. Background

Our motivation for this work comes from puzzle-like artworks that creates hidden patterns and unexpected
illusions with the unique combination and arrangement of various types of objects. An early pioneer of such
artworks is a16th century Italian painter, Giuseppe Archimboldo. He painted human portraits by combining
a variety of objects such as animals, flowers, fruits [19]. Until20th century, we do not see many examples
such artworks.

During the20th century many artists, such as Ken Knowlton, [14], Zeke Berman [9] and Salvador Dali
[5], created a variety of puzzle-like artworks. Most notable of these artists is M.C. Escher who created
impossible structures, spatial illusions, and complicated repeating geometric patterns (tessellations) [6, 7].
Artistic screening [16, 10] is motivated by his well-known illustration,“Day And Night”, [6], Escher repre-
sented changing illumination from day to night with transition from tesselated black birds to white birds.

The traditional screening techniques, which are also called half-toning and dithering, has been known
before Escher. They were developed for printing photographs with various gray tones using limited number
of inks in the 1890’s [4]. The term ”screening” came from the etched glass screens used to create traditional
halftone images. Traditional halftone images were created by using the etched glass screen with finely ruled
grids to divide the image into many small dots. The etched glass screen is placed close to high contrast film
and then as exposed to the light, the light source through the screen remains dots of varying sizes on the
high contrast film. The sizes of dots under the glass screen are proportional to the amount of the light source
passing through the screen grids. With this processing, the original photograph converts to dots of varying
size on the high contrast film, and these small dots represent different intensity areas of a photograph.

Digital half-toning was introduced to play a similar role to traditional halftone for digital media. During
the last two decades a variety of digital half-toning methods have been developed to create variable intensity
level images using limited palettes and resolutions [11]. These algorithms can roughly be classified as



dithering [15, 20, 3, 12, 21] and error diffusion [8, 13].

Artistic screening, which was developed by Ostromoukhov and Hersch in 1995, allow unlimited resolu-
tion and provide a new concept of half-toning [16]. Since there is no limit on resolution, artistic screening
can allow to adapt a wide variety of shapes as screen dots, such as letter shapes, artistic patterns and orna-
mental shapes, to generate halftones. This freedom of adapting any pattern allows images of high aesthetic
quality to be created. These techniques can be useful for printing large posters, credit cards and banknotes
[16].

In this paper, we present we present video screening, a new concept that is inspired by artistic screen-
ing. In video screening we combine more than two animations within one screen in such a way that two
animations will be clearly visible.

3. Foundations

This section introduces foundations for the development of video screening. Similar to artistic screening, we
first create a Black & WhiteScreen Image, IS , that consists of repeating dot patterns. Repeating patterns are
usually created by placing dot patterns inside of rectangular or hexagonal grids [15, 20, 3, 12] (see Figure 2).
Hexagonal grids are visually more desirable since dot patterns placed in rectangular grids creates an illusion
of vertical or horizontal lines. On the other hand, using rectangular grids greatly simplifies algorithms. In
video screening, we use a hybrid solution: We create an illusion of hexagonal grid on a rectangular grid by
organizing dot patterns as shown on the Figure 3.

Rectangular grid Hexagonal grid

Figure 2: Repeating dot patterns.

In creatingScreen Imagewe change the sizes of dot patterns. Leta denote the ratio of area of dot
pattern to the area of the rectangle. This ratio is a number between0 and1. The value ofa can be controlled
by scaling the dot patterns. If there is no overlapping of dot images, the value ofa can easily be computed
based on the scaling and ratio of black and white regions. Even if there is an overlapping, it is still possible
to compute the value ofa. However, overlapping dot patterns do not look aesthetic. To solve this problem,
when overlapping occurs we switch to white dot pattern over black background. As a result, using a single
dot pattern we create a Black & WhiteScreen Imagethat consist of dots with changing sizes (see Figure 3).

Our goal is to create a final color imageIF that satisfy two conditions: (1)IF must have the same pattern
in Is; (2) IF must look like any given goal imageIG when we squint our eyes. The first condition can be
achieved by replacing black and white colors with two locally different colors. The second condition can be



Fake hexagonal grid An example of screen image with changing dot sizes

Figure 3: Screen image formation from a given dot pattern with fake hexagonal grid and changing dot sizes.

expressed by the following equation:

CG(K, L) =

K+N∑
i=K−N

L+N∑
j=L−N

CF (i, j)

(2N + 1)2
(1)

whereCG(K, L) is the color of the pixel(K, L) the goal imageIG andCF (i, j) is the color of the pixel
(i, j) of the final imageIF , and2N + 1) is the size of the square regions of rectangular grid. Without loss
of generality, we assume that colorC is a real number between0 and1, and it represents either red, green
or blue.

We now assume1 that there exists only two distinct colors inside of any(2N + 1) × (2N + 1) square
region inIF . Let these two colors are called dot color,CD, and background color,CB. These colors come
from replacing black and white colors of screen imageCF (i, j) = CB if CS(i, j) = 1 andCF (i, j) = CD

if CS(i, j) = 0. Under this assumption, equation 1 can simplify as follows:

CG = (1− a)CB + aCD. (2)

In this equation, only goal colorCG is given. The rest of the parameters, i.e.CB, CD anda, can be
freely chosen as far as they satisfy the equation 2. This freedom gives us two methods to provide users an
intuitive control using a control imageIC .

3.1. Direct control of the dot color

In this case,CD(i, j) is chosen to beCC(i, j) whereCC(i, j) is the color of the pixel(i, j) of the control
imageIC . Then, the background color is computed as a function of the goal color, background color and
a based on equation 2. Sincea can also be chosen by the users, this provides us an additional control.
However, the value ofa cannot directly be controlled. Instead we use an indirect control. First note that
the relationship betweena andCB would bea = CG−CB

CD−CB
This equation must be between0 and1 as well.

According to this condition, ifCD > CG thenCG must be larger thanCB. If CD < CG thenCG must be
smaller thanCB. Based on this observation, we can provide an additional control as

CB = t CG if CD ≥ CG

CB = t + (1− t) CG otherwise

1This assumption works theoretically only if the highest frequency inIG is lower than Nyquist limit, which comes from the size
of square regions2N + 1. This can be achieved by low-pass filtering the goal images.



wheret is a user specified number again between0 and1. In this equation,t = 0 gives a result like
traditional screening anda gets maximum value. On the other hand,t = 1 makesa = 0 and does not create
any screening. In other words, the value oft controls both the size of dots and amount of blending between
goal image and dot image. As the dot size gets smaller it creates more blending. We generally use at value
around0.5.

We also try to keepa value smaller than0.5. This is also easy to get. Ifa ≥ 0.5 then we simply useCD

as background color andCB as dot color. Thus, the area of the dot never exceeds50% of its region.

3.2. Direct control of the dot size

In this case, In this case,a(i, j) is chosen to beCC(i, j) and CB and CD are computed to choose
maximum possible color. We have identified two possible cases. Without loss of generality, we assume that
1− a ≥ a, also letb = 1− a.

1. In this case, we want to choose maximum possible color forCD. Then the equation becomes

CD = 1 and CB =
CG − a

b
if CG ≥ a

CB = 0 and CD =
CG

a
otherwise

2. In this case, we want to choose minimum possible color forCD. Then the equation becomes

CB = 1 and CD =
CG − b

a
if CG ≥ b

CD = 0 and CB =
CG

b
otherwise

The first case allows dots to look brighter, the second one makes the dots look darker. Since we can
apply a different method for each channel, we can make dots looks red, green, blue, green+blue, red+blue
and red+green in addition to white and black. This method enable us to create distinctive variation of dot
size and coherent color dots through the whole image.

4. Artistic Methods

We have developed a prototype system to create artistic video screenings. Our system is written in C++. It
reads three image files: (1) goal image, (2) dot pattern, (3) control image. To compute colors, we use RGB
space, i.e., we computeR, G andB separately by using the equations presented earlier. Although the other
color spaces can effectively be used, we did not observe any problem with using RGB. We have developed
three artistic methods to give intuitive control with acceptable video screenings over the results.

4.1. Using Complementary Colors for Dot and Background

This method is based on the direct control of dot color. The control images are created by reducing
a complementary color from a given goal image. Therefore, in this case,CD ≤ CG and we compute
CB = t + (1− t) CG. If we chooset ' CD/CG thenCB becomes the complement ofCD, i.e. the color of
the background automatically becomesCD ’s complementary. The Figure 4 shows a gray-scale goal image
converted to a video screening image using the complementary color method. Blue image as control image
was created by eliminating its complementary color,yellow.



Figure 4: (A) is the goal image, (B) is the control image that is a blue image that is created by eliminating
its complementary color (in this case yellow), (C) and (E) are images that define dot patterns, (D) and (F)
are video screening images that is created by using dot shapes in (C) and (E) respectively.

Figure 5 show another example in which a color photograph is used as goal image. The resulting image
shows the effect caused by using a blue tone image as a control image which was created by eliminating
yellow from a goal image for each control image. From result images, you can see that the eliminated colors
from control images appear in the dots. Using complementary colors is a common method in painting [22]
to create aesthetic results. As clearly seen in the examples in this section, this method creates a very good
local palette and images created by this method look much more aesthetically interesting than original goal
images.

Goal image Dot pattern Control image Final video screening image

Figure 5: An example of using complementary colors. In this example, blue control image is created by
eliminating its complementary color (in this case yellow).

4.2. Indirect Control of the Dot Size

Using direct control of dot color, it is still possible to indirectly change the sizes of dots. For instance, if
the color of the control image is the same as the color of the goal image ina region, dots shrink and become
invisible, i.e., dots are completely eliminated in that region.

4.3. Direct Control of the Dot Size

The sizes of dots can also be directly defined by the control animation, and then the color of background
on each square region is calculated by the ratio of dot sizes. Figure 6 shows how this method works for
generating images. In Figure 6 we choose maximum possible color for the dot color. As seen in Figure 6,
we chose the boundaries of objects on the control image are darker. Based on our equations, the darker the
area is, the smaller the sizes of dots becomes. Thus, our system creates very clear boundaries in the result
image as seen in Figure 6.



Goal image Dot pattern Control image Final video screening image

Figure 6: An example that shows the effect of control images for direct dot size control in a one channel
(Black & White) image.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Video screening allows to create unique and interesting animations and images. Unlike the conventional
screening techniques this method allows unlimited number of colors and animated shapes for elements in
video resolution. This method enables the user to create complex moving screenings by three different
animations which are freely chosen by the user. Video screening could convey an artistic charm by allowing
to view several animations simultaneously. In the future, we plan to use freely moving animated dots that
goes beyond static regular tessellations since freely floating animated dots can provide more variety of
illusions.
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